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Room Impulse Response Shaping based on Estimates of Room Impulse Responses
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Abstract

speech intelligibility while the reverberant tail of the RIR
decreases speech intelligibility. To avoid late echoes occurring in the equalized system RIR shaping which aims
in reducing the room reverberation time τ60 is a promising approach [2].

Modern hands-free telecommunication systems have to
reduce diﬀerent acoustic disturbances of the desired
speech signal, amongst them echoes of the far-end speaker due to the acoustic coupling between loudspeaker
and microphone and room reverberation for the nearend listener caused by reﬂections at the room boundaries. Common systems for listening-room compensation
(LRC) try to design an equalization ﬁlter which is the
inverse of the room impulse response to achieve spectral
ﬂatness of the concatenated overall system of equalizer
and room transfer function. Such designs need reliable
knowledge of the room impulse response (RIR) which is
not available in real systems. Furthermore, it could be
shown that shaping approaches which preserve the masking eﬀects of room impulse responses lead to perceptually better results especially in case of estimation errors. In
this contribution a system for room impulse response shaping is analyzed depending on the inﬂuences of realistic
RIR estimates, which are obtained by an acoustic echo
canceller (AEC).

Listening Room Compensation

All methods for LRC need knowledge about the RIR
which has to be measured or estimated adaptively and
thus may by deﬁcient. In hands-free systems acoustic
echo cancelers (AECs) are common systems to reduce
echoes for the far-end listener. This is done by identifying the RIRs.

System Identiﬁcation
Since the AEC is an adaptive ﬁlter which identiﬁes the
room impulse response (RIR) its estimate can be used
for the EQ design.
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In an acoustic scenario for listening-room compensation
(LRC) the equalizer cEQ [k] precedes the acoustic channel
- the room impulse response (RIR) h[k] - as depicted in
Figure 1. Its goal is to reduce the inﬂuence of the RIR at
the position of the reference microphone where the nearend user of the telecommunication system is assumed to
be located. A straightforward inversion of a RIR by a
stable, causal inﬁnite impulse response (IIR) ﬁlter is not
possible, in general, since RIRs have hundreds of zeros inside and outside close to the unit circle in the z-domain
[4]. Thus a common approach is the least-squares equalizer (LS-EQ) [3] which minimizes the error signal eEQ [k]
and by this the distance between the overall system of
cEQ [k] convolved with h[k] and a desired target system
d[k]. Least-squares equalizers need very accurate estimates of the RIR which may not always be available, since
a common RIR is time variant, e.g. due to possible speaker movements, and may have a length of thousands of
taps. Thus, the RIR has to be identiﬁed by an appropriate adaptive ﬁlter and, especially in periods of initial
convergence or after RIR changes, the system identiﬁcation may be insuﬃcient for a good design of the equalizer
[1].
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Figure 1: Combined system with LRC ﬁlter cEQ [k] and acoustic echo canceller cAEC [k]. The RIR can be split into a part
modeled by the AEC cAEC [k] and an estimation error h̃[k].

As depicted in Figure 1 the RIR h[k] can be split up into
one part ĥ[k] = cAEC [k] which is correctly identiﬁed by
the AEC and an estimation error h̃[k]:
h[k] = ĥ[k] + h̃[k] = cAEC [k] + h̃[k]

(1)

Estimation errors h̃[k] mainly have two reasons: 1) the
system identiﬁcation is incomplete due to unﬁnished ﬁlter
convergence and/or a too short ﬁlter to identify the RIR
on its full length, 2) the equalizer is designed for the
spatial position of the reference microphone and the user
is not located at this position.

Simulation Results

The goal of RIR shaping approaches [2] is to shorten the
RIR to maximize the energy in its ﬁrst 50ms since the
early reﬂections in the ﬁrst 50ms are known to enhance

The inﬂuences of the two possible errors described before
on the performance of the equalizer will be analyzed in
the following.
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Spatial mismatch: Figure 4 shows the robustness
against spatial mismatch with respect to the BSD measure. An EQ is designed for a ﬁxed position (x=2.6 meters
and y=2.1 meters from the room corner). This point is
located in the centers of the left and right subplot. Then
the EQ is applied to spatially diﬀering positions (10 cm
in every direction). It is clear that the LS-EQ performs
best at the exact position it is designed for (center of left
plot) but the performance heavily degrades for a spatial
mismatch. In contrast to that the RIR shaping approach
according to [2] (right subplot) is spatially robust which
is a very important property since the user of the handsfree system will be located at some spatial distance from
the reference microphone.

Insuﬃcient AEC convergence: Figure 2 compares the
conventional least-squares EQ with the RIR shaping approach according to [2] by means of the Bark spectral
distortion (BSD) measure [5] which is common to evaluate dereverberation algorithms. The BSD is shown for
diﬀerent states of convergence of the AEC ﬁlter which
delivers the RIR estimate.
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Figure 2: Bark spectral distortion (BSD) depending on the
normalized AEC convergence state D = ||h̃[k]||2 /||h[k]||2 .
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It can be seen from Figure 2 that the EQ performance is
slightly better for the LS design for a good RIR estimate
(D < −7dB). However, in practical situations the AEC
has to follow the time variant RIR and thus its convergence state may be worse than -7dB for most of the time.
In this region the LS-EQ may lead to severe signal distortions as it can be seen from the steep rise of the BSD
while the RIR shaping approach shows considerably better performance.
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In this contribution listening-room compensation approaches are evaluated for the case of imperfect system identiﬁcation due to incomplete RIR estimation or due to
spatial mismatch. From the presented results it can be
stated that room impulse-response shaping approaches
are very promising for real-world hands-free systems because they perform well even for imperfect knowledge
about the room impulse response, which often is assumed to be perfectly known in literature but, in general,
has to be estimated.
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Figure 4: BSD measure for spatial mismatch for LS-EQ (left)
and room impulse response shaping (right).
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Figure 3: Energy decay curve (EDC) depending on the AEC
convergence state D = ||h̃[k]||2 /||h[k]||2 .

Figure 3 shows the performance of the RIR shaping approach for diﬀerent states of AEC convergence. The thick
solid black line shows the energy decay curve (EDC) of
the original RIR and the other lines the EDCs of the
equalized systems for diﬀerent AEC convergence states.
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